
October 2015 – High Point, NC – High end occasional furniture manufacturer Jonathan 
Charles unveils their new Indochine Collection at Fall 2015 High Point Market. The hallmark 
of the collection is their eggshell inlay, a highly specialized and meticulous technique using 
crackled eggshells delicately laid out in an intricate mosaic pattern through 
the application of heat and richly coloured metal foils washed in multiple layers of 
hardened lacquer. Because every piece of eggshell is individually laid out by hand, 
Jonathan Charles is able to create different types of inlay patterns, ranging from tiled 
to polka dot to even brushed look with a trellis overlay.

The inaugural collection is comprised of accent tables and accessories, but will be 
expanded to larger case goods in the next few seasons. Jonathan Charles has taken 
a traditional art form that has been handed down through generations of craftspeople 
and translated it onto a modern canvas to create a collection of eclectic styles 
with a traditional sensibility. The collection will be available in retail stores and design 
showrooms beginning May 2016. Buyers and media members can preview the collection 
in person in Jonathan Charles’ showroom at 200 N. Hamilton Ste. #125 during High Point 
Market from October 16-22, 2015.

The Indochine Collection features three lamps: the Black Eggshell Table Lamp and the Urban 
Zen Table Lamps in black and red. The first features black eggshell inlay with surrounding 
brass details and a silk drum shade, while the latter two displays the eggshell inlay in a more 
demure manner, shadowed by gold leaf, brass details, and a double shade that emits 
a soft, romantic glow.

Accessories in the collection range from boxes and trays to photo frames and candle 
holders. Awash in muted, neutral colors of cream, taupe, and black, the accessories are 
often complemented by gold or leaf detailing and brass hardware that add a glamorous 
element. Highlights include a Cream Brushed Eggshell Hexagonal Box that opens to 
reveal a gold leaf gilded interior – a luxurious tabletop addition for any room – and 
a Rectangular Tray with Stainless Steel Handles that beautifully displays a black 
Moroccan trellis motif over a white brushed eggshell inlay.

About the Designer:

Jonathan Charles Fine Furniture is the vision of Jonathan Sowter, 
an English furniture designer who excels at the art of fine antique
reproduction. Though Jonathan draws inspirations from original antiques
he discovers in his travels, his unique twists create contemporary
translations of vintage treasures. With a keen eye for the smallest details, 
Jonathan employs traditional, hand-crafted techniques to create the most 
visually-stunning and intricate designs. As Jonathan always says,
“It’s all in the detail…” 
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Accent Tables

Urban Zen table lamp in 
Smoky Black lacquer  

495578-BLG 

Midnight Snakeskin inlay 
table lamp  

495526-BLS

Urban Zen table lamp in 
Scarlet Snakeskin  

495578-ESR

Dutch White Eggshell Hexagonal Box   

495512-CRB

Antique Silver Candle  

495493-ASF

Rectangular Picture Frame  

495490

Rectangular Tray with Stainless Steel Handles 
featuring white smoke eggshell finish  

495492

Hexagonal Tray featuring crayola snakeskin finish 

495489

Jonathan Charles plays with form and function to create a mix of whimsical accent tables 
and foundational designs to appeal to various types of interior styles. The playful side 
includes black or persimmon Painted Tables with Removable Trays that features 70’s-style 
‘groovy’ cutouts and a Gold and Silver Gilded Stool that cheekily references yinand 
yang in the form of antique gold and silver leaf and also comes apart for multi-functional 
purposes. Everyday ‘building block’ accent tables include Brushed Eggshell Inlay Nesting 
Tables and the Emperor Red Chest of Drawers that blends Asian and mid-century motifs 
in an eclectic and highly sophisticated look through the use of gold leaf, Chinese red 
lacquer, and black paint.

Black Brushed Eggshell 
Nesting Tables 

495525-BLB

Rectangular Box with Brass 
Handle featuring midnight 

snakeskin finish 

495488

Rectangular Business Card 
Box featuring midnight 

snakeskin finish 

495487

Rectangular Pencil Box 
featuring midnight 

snakeskin finish 

495485

Emperor Red Desk featuring 
Emperor Red Finish 

495579-EMR 

Brown eggshell inlay end 
table with drawer 

495524-BRE

Teal brushed eggshell inlay 
nesting tables 

495525-TEB

White Smoke Eggshell 
Candy Box 

495540-WTB

Dark Bronze rectangular box 

495529-MGF

Rectangular Pen Box featuring 
midnight snakeskin finish 

495486

Emperor Red Chest of Drawers 
featuring Emperor Red Finish  

495584-EMR

White brushed eggshell 
inlay end table with drawer 

495524-WTB

Accent Tables

Gold and Silver Gilded stool featuring Emperor Gold 
and Indochine Silver finishes 

495558-GLF

Ellyptical Tray featuring brown eggshell finish 
available in small 

495484-16W-BRE and large 495484-20W-BRE


